Announcing APA California Chapter Members Successfully Achieving AICP Status!

Congratulations to the following 56 APA California Members who have Achieved AICP Status after the November 2015 Exam!

Central Section:
   Sandra Moberly
   Holly Owen
   Michael Sanchez

Central Coast Section:
   Rachel Cohen
   Emily Ewer
   Ryan Hostetter

Inland Empire Section:
   Emily Elliott

Los Angeles Section:
   Nicholas Baldwin
   David Barboza
   Ryan Gohlich
   Frances Ho
   Charles Hungerford
   Amanda Klotzsche Landry
   Courtney Knapp
   Pamela Lee
   John Mayer
   John Olson
   Vincent Tam
   Timothea Tway
   Fang Zhou
Northern Section:

Sarah Allen
Lauren Armstrong
Kristi Bascom
Grace Bogdan
Brianna Ceglia
Catherine Clark
Dana Marie Cuciti Hoffman
Noah Friedman
Luca Giaramidaro
Kathrin Gladstein
Brian Harrington
Melissa Jones
Xue Ling
Cindy Ma
David J. Mack
Sean Mullin
Kieulan Pham
Amit Price Patel
Avant Ramsey
Laura Simpson
Matthew Van Oosten
Yangyang Zhang

Orange Section:

Selena Alanis
Verny Carvajal
Johanna Crooker
Maria Manalili
Ali Pezeshkpour
Ryan Potter
Suzanne Schwab

Sacramento Valley Section:
Trina Blanchette
Dimitri Antoniou
Terry Farmer
Heidi Gen Kuong
Patricia Sussman

San Diego Section:
Mark Corcoran
Michael Limburg